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Mass measurement of a particle whose decay products including invisible particles is a
challenging task at colliders. For a new physics model involving a dark matter candidate
N and a Z2 symmetry that stabilizes it, a typical new process at e
+e− colliders is the pair
production e+e− → Y Y¯ followed by decay processes Y → aN and Y¯ → bN¯ , where a and b
are visible but N is invisible. In this work, we propose a new method to measure the physical
masses in this topology by making use of the kinematic equations given by momentum-energy
conservation and on-shell conditions. For each event, the solvability of these equations
determines a limited region on the trial mY -mN plane. The edge of this region can be
used to define two variables, medgeY and m
edge
N , whose distributions are utilized to derive the
measurement values of mY and mN . The measurement deviations and uncertainties are also
estimated after including detector effects and background contamination.
PACS numbers: 13.66.Hk,95.35.+d
2I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC [1, 2] is a great triumph of the Standard Model
(SM). Nevertheless, plenty of astrophysical observations indicate that the SM is incomplete, because
it is unable to provide a suitable candidate for cold dark matter (DM). Among various possibilities,
DM models containing weakly interacting massive particles, such as supersymmetric models and
universal extra dimensional models, are likely to interpret the observational results better and
are, hence, more attractive. In the view of model building, DM particles are often associated
by extra new particles at the TeV scale, which typically decay into visible SM particles and DM
particles that are invisible in a general-purpose detector. Therefore, at high energy colliders, their
production processes would induce missing energy signatures, which are the primary hint of DM
production at the LHC and future colliders.
In order to reveal the nature of DM, it will be essential to measure the properties of the
new particles, such as mass, spin, parity, and other quantum numbers. In this work, we focus
on the mass measurement of invisible particles as well as their parents at high energy colliders.
Along this line of thinking, many efficient techniques have been proposed and developed in the
literature (see Refs. [3, 4] for reviews), such as endpoint methods [5–12], MT2 methods [13–23],
polynomial methods [24–28], and hybrid methods [29–33]. The basic idea of many methods is to
resolve the mass of an invisible particle by using the momentum-energy conservation and some
kinematic conditions, which require that the related particles should be close to mass shells. For
instance, endpoint methods attempt to determine the endpoints of invariant mass distributions. By
combining several endpoints, the mass of the invisible particle could be determined. MT2 methods
can give a lower bound on the mass of a parent particle in the decay chain, and is widely used to
determine the masses of known particles as well as to explore new physics. Recently, some new
methods for measuring masses of invisible particles have also been proposed [34–51]. For instance,
inspired by the endpoint methods, some methods focus on other local kinematic features in the
distributions, such as cusps [34, 35] and peaks [36, 37].
At hadron colliders, the longitudinal momentum of the initial state is unknown and only the
transverse components of the missing momentum can be reconstructed through the measurement of
visible particles in the final state based on the transverse momentum conservation. Therefore, only
the transverse mass of an invisible particle can be extracted, and it always suffers a large uncertainty
from the pollution of messy background processes, such as underlying events and pileup effects.
In contrast, at lepton colliders, the well-measured energies and momenta of both initial and final
states can directly determine the missing energy and the missing longitudinal momentum. In other
words, there are two more kinematic equations that can be used to derive the unknown masses.
Many mass measurement techniques at lepton colliders have been proposed [52–54]. These methods
utilize the kinematic features of the event distributions, such as endpoints and cusps [52, 53], or
focus on directly solving the kinematic conservation equations [54].
Generally speaking, the kinematics of new particles are determined by the unknown particle
spectra and interactions in a new physics model, and thus some mass measurement methods may
be quite specific. Nevertheless, since the kinematic conditions may not significantly depend on
3the details of the underlying models, many methods can be generalized. In a typical DM model,
invisible DM particles can be produced in cascade decays of heavier particles. It is interesting to
observe that the topology of the decay chains would determine the kinematic features of the final
state.
In this work, we consider the simplest topology where a pair of heavy particles (denoted by Y )
are produced via the process e+e− → Y Y¯ and each of them further decays into a visible SM particle
and an invisible particle (denoted by N). Then the process becomes e+e− → Y Y¯ → abNN¯ , where
a and b are visible, butN and N¯ are invisible. We will propose a new mass measurement method for
this topology at future high energy electron-positron colliders, e.g. the Circular Electron Positron
Collider [55], International Linear Collider [56], and Future Circular Collider [57]. It can be realized
in many typical new physics models, for instance, e+e− → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− → ℓ+ℓ−χ˜01χ˜01 in supersymmetric
models and e+e− → ℓ+1 ℓ−1 → ℓ+ℓ−γ1γ1 in the universal extra dimensional model. The method is
simply based on the solvability of kinematic equations.
There are eight unknown variables to describe the 4-momenta of two invisible particles, but
only six kinematic constraint equations are available. However, if two trial masses of Y and N are
introduced, these equations may be solved. Therefore, for each event, there is a solvable region on
themtrialY -m
trial
N plane, from which some new variables can be constructed to extract the true masses
mtrueY and m
true
N . This strategy has been proposed in Ref. [54]. In that work, the authors defined
two variables mmaxY and m
max
N , which are the maximum values of allowed m
trial
Y and m
trial
N in the
solvable region, respectively. These variables can be analytically calculated; the true masses mtrueY
and mtrueN can be efficiently obtained from the sharp edges of the m
max
Y and m
max
N distributions.
In this work, we propose two new variables medgeY and m
edge
N , which are the coordinates of the
furthest point in the solvable region from the origin point. The point of (medgeY , m
edge
N ) is different
from that of (mmaxY , m
max
N ) on the trial mass plane. If the true masses m
true
Y and m
true
N are large
enough, the sharp structures of the 1D differential distributions of these variables can be used to
obtain the true masses. However, if mtrueY or m
true
N are small, the edges may not be sharp. In our
study, we find that the peak structure in the 2D density distribution of (medgeY , m
edge
N ) would be
very useful with sufficient events. We then use this feature to extract the true masses. Moreover,
we estimate the deviation and statistical uncertainty for the mass measurement at e+e− colliders
with
√
s = 500 and 240 GeV, including simplified detector effects and background contamination.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly describe the kinematic equations due
to momentum-energy conservation and on-shell conditions. Based on the solvability of kinematic
equations, we introduce two new variables (medgeY , m
edge
N ) in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we study the
mass measurement by utilizing the distributions of medgeY and m
edge
N with realistic considerations
at future e+e− colliders. We end this paper with conclusions and discussions in Sec. V.
II. KINEMATIC EQUATIONS
In this work, we consider a pair production process of heavy particles Y and Y¯ at e+e− colliders.
As shown in Fig. 1, each of them subsequently decays into a visible particle (a or b) and an invisible
4particle (N or N¯):
Y → a(pa) +N(k1), Y¯ → b(pb) + N¯(k2), (1)
where pa, pb, k1, and k2 denote the 4-momenta of a, b, N , and N¯ , respectively. The kinematic
equations due to momentum-energy conservation and on-shell conditions are given by
qµ = pµa + p
µ
b + k
µ
1 + k
µ
2 , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, (2)
k21 = k
2
2 = m
2
N , (3)
(pa + k1)
2 = (pb + k2)
2 = m2Y , (4)
where qµ = (
√
s, 0, 0, 0) is the 4-momenta of the collision system.
a
b
N
N¯
Y¯
Y
FIG. 1. Topology of the pair production of Y and Y¯ , which subsequently decay into two visible particles (a
and b) and two invisible particles (N and N¯).
At hadron colliders, q0 and q3 are unknown, and thus two equations in Eq. (2) are unavailable.
Therefore, the components of kµ1 and k
µ
2 , which are eight variables, cannot be directly obtained
by just six kinematic equations even with mY and mN as input parameters. In contrast, at e
+e−
colliders, as the full 4-momentum of the collision system can be well determined, kµ1 and k
µ
2 may
be unambiguously determined by solving the eight kinematic equations with trial values of mY
and mN given. It is interesting to note that given the measured 4-momenta p
µ
a , p
µ
b and q
µ in each
event, the kinematic equations can be solved not only for the true physical masses (mtrueY ,m
true
N ),
but also for many sets of (mY ,mN ); in other words, there is a solvable region on the (mY ,mN )
plane for a given kinematics.
Below we illustrate how to extract (mtrueY ,m
true
N ) from the region allowed by the kinematic
equations. For this purpose, we employ MadGraph 5 [58] to generate simulation samples for the SM
process e+e− → W+W− → µ+µ−νν¯ and the supersymmetric process e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01
with mχ˜0
1
= 115 GeV and mµ˜R = 175 GeV at
√
s = 500 GeV. For each event, pµa and p
µ
b are given
by the 4-momenta of the muons; we solve the kinematic equations and attempt to obtain the values
of kµ1 and k
µ
2 for trial values of (mY ,mN ).
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FIG. 2. Solvable probability of trial values of (mY ,mN ) for e
+e− → W+W− → µ+µ−νν¯ (a) and e+e− →
µ˜+Rµ˜
−
R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 (b). The empty diamonds denote the true values of (mY ,mN ).
Apparently, given the true values of (mY ,mN ), the kinematic equations must have solutions for
all events. Meanwhile, it should be noticed that for some events other trial values can also solve
the equations. Therefore, for each point on the mtrialY -m
trial
N plane, we can estimate a fraction of
the events for which the kinematic equations are solvable and call it the “solvable probability”,
whose distributions are demonstrated in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2(b) for e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01,
we find that the point corresponding to the true masses is located at the edge of the region with
a large solvable probability. But this is not obvious in Fig. 2(a) for e+e− → W+W− → µ+µ−νν¯,
because mN = 0 squeezes the solvable region to be very small.
As we have mentioned, for each event, there is a region on the mY -mN plane inside which the
kinematic equations have solutions. Moreover, the above analysis about the solvable probability
tells us that the true masses tend to lie on the edge of this region and to be far away from the
origin (0, 0). Based on this observation, for each event we denote the point in the solvable region
that has the largest distance from the origin as (medgeY ,m
edge
N ). Here the distance from the origin is
defined as
√
m2Y +m
2
N . Then it is expected that
√
(medgeY )
2 + (medgeN )
2 ≥√(mtrueY )2 + (mtrueN )2.
III. NEW KINEMATIC VARIABLES
In this section, we give the realistic definition of (medgeY ,m
edge
N ). The solvable region can be
completely determined by the measured 4-momenta pµa and p
µ
b . Here we define several dimensionless
variables normalized by
√
s in the center-of-mass frame: za ≡ p0a/
√
s, zb ≡ p0b/
√
s, a ≡ pa/
√
s,
b ≡ pb/
√
s, µN ≡ mN/
√
s, and µY ≡ mY /
√
s. The normalized 3-momentum and energy of one
invisible particle N are defined as k ≡ k1/
√
s and z ≡ k01/
√
s. By using the momentum-energy
conservation equation (2), the normalized 3-momentum and energy of the other invisible particle
are given by k′ ≡ k2/
√
s = −k− a− b and z′ ≡ k02/
√
s = 1− za − zb − z. Thus, the four on-shell
6conditions in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be expressed as
|k|2 + µ2N = z2 = (zY − za)2, (5)
|k+ a+ b|2 + µ2N = (1− za − zb − z)2, (6)
|k+ a|2 + µ2Y = z2Y , (7)
|k+ a|2 + µ2Y = (1− zY )2, (8)
where zY is the normalized energy of the intermediate particle Y .
The on-shell condition (5) can be rearranged as
k · k = K, (9)
with
K ≡
(
1
2
− za
)2
− µ2N . (10)
Eliminating |k|2 in Eqs. (6)–(8), we obtain two equations depending on k:
a · k = A, b · k = B, (11)
where
A ≡ 1
2
(za − z2a − µ2Y + µ2N − |a|2), B ≡
1
2
(z2b − zb + µ2Y − µ2N − |b|2)− a · b. (12)
By using Eq. (11), the second and third components of k, ky and kz, can be expressed by the first
component kx. Then Eq. (9) leads to an quadratic equation of kx:
|a× b|2k2x + 2 [(Abz −Baz)(azbx − axbz) + (Aby −Bay)(aybx − axby)] kx
+(Abz −Baz)2 + (Aby −Bay)2 −K(azby − aybz)2 = 0. (13)
The solvable condition for this equation can be written in a compact form as
√
K ≥ |Ab−Ba||a× b| . (14)
The inequality (14) has a geometrical explanation. Two equations in Eq. (11) represent two
planes in the three-dimensional k space, which are perpendicular to a and b, respectively. The
values of k allowed by Eq. (11) should be located on the line of intersection between two planes.
The right-hand side of the inequality (14) is the distance from the origin to this line, while
√
K is
the radius of the sphere that is described by Eq. (9) and is centered at the origin. Therefore, the
inequality (14) just means that the line defined by Eq. (11) should intersect the sphere to give real
solutions.
7Substituting Eqs. (10) and (12) into the inequality (14), we derive an inequality for µ2Y and µ
2
N :
A0(µ
2
Y − µ2N )2 +B0(µ2Y − µ2N ) + C0µ2N +D0 ≤ 0, (15)
where the coefficients A0, B0, C0, and D0 are given by
A0 ≡ |a+ b|2, (16)
B0 ≡ 2|a|2(z2b − zb) + 2|b|2(z2a − za) + 2a · b(z2a + z2b − za − zb − |a+ b|2), (17)
C0 ≡ 4|a× b|2, (18)
D0 ≡ |a|2|b|2|a+ b|2 − |a× b|2 + 2|a|2|b|2(za + zb − z2a − z2b )
+|(z2b − zb)a+ (z2a − za)b|2 − 2a · b
[|a|2(z2b − zb) + |b|2(z2a − za)] . (19)
Note that the 4-vectors (za,a) and (zb,b) are exchangeable in these coefficients.
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the solvable regions on the µ2Y − µ2N plane derived from the inequality (15) for two
specific events. The values of A0, B0, C0, and D0 are given in the legends. The gray color denotes the
solvable regions, which are bounded by parabolas. In the left panel, the vertex of the parabola is located
in quadrant I and coincides with the point
(
(µedgeY )
2, (µedgeN )
2
)
. In the right panel, the vertex is located in
Quadrant IV and the point
(
(µedgeY )
2, (µedgeN )
2
)
is located on the line µ2N = 0. The true mass point and the
point
(
(µmaxY )
2, (µmaxN )
2
)
are also denoted.
The inequality (15) means that the solvable region for each event is bounded by a parabola on
the (µ2Y , µ
2
N ) plane. The axis of symmetry of this parabola has a slope of 1, so it is parallel to the
line µ2Y = µ
2
N . Fig. 3 shows the solvable regions on the µ
2
Y −µ2N plane for two specific events. If the
vertex of the parabola is located in quadrant I, as in the left panel of Fig. 3, it will be the furthest
physical point from the origin in the solvable region. Therefore, by defining µedgeY ≡ medgeY /
√
s and
µedgeN ≡ medgeN /
√
s, we identify the vertex as the point
(
(µedgeY )
2, (µedgeN )
2
)
, whose values are given
by
(µedgeY )
2 =
4B20 + 3C
2
0 − 16A0D0 − 8B0C0
16A0C0
, (µedgeN )
2 =
4B20 − C20 − 16A0D0
16A0C0
. (20)
If the vertex is located in quadrant IV, as in the right panel of Fig. 3, the furthest physical point
8will be the intersecting point of the parabola and the µ2Y axis, because the physical µ
2
Y should not
be negative. In this case, we have
(µedgeY )
2 =
√
B20 − 4A0D0 −B0
2A0
, (µedgeN )
2 = 0. (21)
These expressions will be used to calculate the “edge variables” medgeY and m
edge
N below.
Making use of the fact that A0 ≥ 0 and C0 ≥ 0, we derive the maximum values of allowed µ2Y
and µ2N from the inequality (15) as
(µmaxY )
2 =
(B0 − C0)2
4A0C0
− D0
C0
, (µmaxN )
2 =
B20
4A0C0
− D0
C0
. (22)
We can define the “maximum variables” as mmaxY ≡ µmaxY
√
s and mmaxN ≡ µmaxN
√
s. They are
essentially the same as the quantities m˜maxX and m˜
max
N originally proposed in Ref. [54]. In Fig. 3,
we also demonstrate the point
(
(µmaxY )
2, (µmaxN )
2
)
, which is located slightly beyond the solvable
region.
From Fig. 3 we can see that the true mass point would be closer to point
(
(µedgeY )
2, (µedgeN )
2
)
than point
(
(µmaxY )
2, (µmaxN )
2
)
when the vertex of the parabola is located in quadrant I. On the
other hand, when the vertex is located in quadrant IV, the true mass point may not close to either
point, and these variables would not be very useful.
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FIG. 4. Differential distributions of the edge variables medgeY and m
edge
N and the maximum variables m
max
Y
and mmaxN for e
+e− →W+W− → µ+µ−νν¯ (a) and e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 (b). Dashed (dot-dashed)
black lines denote the true mass mtrueN (m
true
Y ).
We show the differential distributions of medgeY , m
edge
N , m
max
Y , and m
max
N for e
+e− →W+W− →
µ+µ−νν¯ and e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The pileup near
∼ 250 GeV in the medgeY and mmaxY distributions are caused by our strategy that takes
√
s/2 as
a physical boundary for mY . If we extend this boundary to a larger but unphysical value, the
distributions will have long tails. In principle, these variables are bounded from below by the true
9masses mtrueY and m
true
N . Consequently, the endpoints of these distributions can be used to extract
mtrueY and m
true
N .
If mtrueN is large enough, all distributions would have sharp edges near the true masses, as
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). However, for the case with a small mtrueN , like the SM background e
+e− →
W+W− → µ+µ−νν¯ shown in Fig. 4(a), the mmaxY and mmaxN distributions would not have sharp
edges, while the edges in the medgeY and m
edge
N distributions are still quite sharp. Therefore, in this
case the edge variables should be more useful.
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FIG. 5. Normalized two-dimensional distributions of on the mmaxY − mmaxN plane for e+e− → W+W− →
µ+µ−νν¯ (a) and e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 (b). The empty diamonds denote the true mass points.
In the left (right) panel of Fig. 5, we present the two-dimensional distributions on the mmaxY −
mmaxN plane for e
+e− → W+W− → µ+µ−νν¯ with mtrueY = mW and mtrueN = 0 (e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R →
µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜
0
1 with m
true
Y = 175 GeV and m
true
N = 115 GeV). While the true mass point in the right
panel is located at a very dense region, that point in the left panel is not. Thus, it is not easy
to obtain the true masses from the two-dimensional distribution in the latter case where mtrueN is
small.
Then we present the two-dimensional distributions on the medgeY −medgeN plane in Fig. 6. Now
for both processes, there are distinct peaks corresponding to (mtrueY ,m
true
N ), located at the edges
of (medgeY ,m
edge
N ) distributions. This feature can be used to extract the values of (m
true
Y ,m
true
N ). In
the next section, we demonstrate how to obtain the true masses from it.
IV. MASS MEASUREMENT WITH REALISTIC CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we take into account detector effects, background contamination, and so on. To
carry out a fast detection simulation, we adopt Delphes 3 [59] with a setup for the International
Large Detector.
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FIG. 6. Normalized two-dimensional distributions of on the medgeY −medgeN plane for e+e− → W+W− →
µ+µ−νν¯ (a) and e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 (b). The empty diamonds denote the true mass points.
A. Selection cuts
The process e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 is considered as the signal. Its leads to the µ+µ−+ /p
final state at e+e− colliders, where /p denotes the missing momentum due to the invisible particles.
In order to illustrate the efficiency of the selection cuts and the mass extraction method, for an
e+e− collider with
√
s = 500 GeV we choose three benchmark points:
• BP1: mµ˜R = 135 GeV, mχ˜01 = 45 GeV;
• BP2: mµ˜R = 175 GeV, mχ˜01 = 115 GeV;
• BP3: mµ˜R = 175 GeV, mχ˜01 = 155 GeV.
The following selection cuts are adopted to efficiently suppress backgrounds.
• Lepton cut: select the events with exactly two opposite-sign muons with pT > 10 GeV and
|η| < 2.4; veto the events containing any electron with pT > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.4.
• /ET cut: select the events with /ET > 5 GeV.
• ∆φ cut: select the events with ∆φ(µ+, µ−) < 2.4.
• mµµ cut: reject the events with |mµµ −mZ | < 10 GeV, where mµµ is the invariant mass of
the two muons; reject the events with mµµ > 220 GeV or mµµ < 10 GeV.
The irreducible SM background is the 4-body production e+e− → µ+µ−νν¯, which mainly comes
from W+W− and ZZ production. The W+W− production e+e− → W+W− → µ+νµµ−ν¯µ is
dominant and larger than the ZZ production e+e− → ZZ → µ+µ−ν¯ℓνℓ by an order of magnitude.
There are many other diagrams without two s-channel massive vector bosons; their contributions
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cannot be neglected. We directly generate the e+e− → µ+µ−νν¯ background sample taking into
account all the diagrams and interference effects.
Minor backgrounds include e+e− → µ+µ− and e+e− → τ+τ− where the taus subsequently
decay to muons with a branching ratio of 17.4%. The cut on /ET is very helpful for suppressing
the µ+µ− background, because there is no genuine missing momentum source in it. Furthermore,
since the tau mass is negligible compared with
√
s, the tau pairs produced are highly boosted. As a
result, the two muons in the final state, either directly produced or from tau decays, will be back to
back with large ∆φ(µ+, µ−). The requirement of ∆φ(µ+, µ−) < 2.4 is useful for suppressing these
two backgrounds. It is observed that after the /ET and ∆φ(µ
+, µ−) cuts they become negligible.
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FIG. 7. mµµ distributions for the background and the signal benchmark points at
√
s = 500 GeV.
In Fig. 7, we show the differential cross sections and normalized distributions of mµµ for the
e+e− → µ+µ−νν¯ background and the signals from the three benchmark points. For suppressing
the background, we reject the events with mµµ > 220 GeV. This cut has less influence on the
signal, and we use a fixed threshold for all benchmark points for simplicity. Moreover, the events
with mµµ < 10 GeV are vetoed in order to remove events from quarkonium decays. Additionally,
there is a distinct peak around the Z pole in the background; it is remove by rejecting the events
in the window |mµµ −mZ | < 10 GeV.
In Table. I, we list the visible cross sections for the backgrounds and the signal benchmark
points in each stage. The production cross sections of the last two benchmark points are equal
because they correspond to the same smuon mass and the phase space with off-shell smuons is
negligible. It is obvious that the cut conditions we adopted are efficient. After imposing all the
cuts, the cross sections of SM backgrounds are smaller than that of the signals, but they cannot
be neglected. It might be possible to further reduce the backgrounds with some sophisticated cuts.
However, the current event selections should be adequate for the mass measurement we are going
to discuss.
12
µ+µ−νν¯ W+W− ZZ µ+µ− τ+τ− BP1 BP2 BP3
No cut 96.08 61.79 4.89 419.70 419.91 59.64 36.05 36.05
Lepton cut 65.71 47.50 3.73 369.67 9.99 47.29 28.42 20.23
/ET cut 64.83 46.66 3.72 9.57 9.41 47.09 28.18 19.18
∆φ cut 23.55 12.21 2.70 ∼ 0 ∼ 0 22.00 16.65 9.81
mµµ cut 5.34 2.76 0.18 ∼ 0 ∼ 0 17.38 14.01 9.72
Cut efficiency (%) 5.55 - - - - 29.15 38.86 26.95
TABLE I. Visible cross sections σ (in fb) for backgrounds and signal benchmark points after each cut at
the detector level. Note that the µ+µ−νν¯ background (the second column) actually includes the W+W− →
µ+µ−νµν¯µ (the third column) and ZZ → µ+µ−ν¯ℓνℓ (the fourth column) backgrounds, which are listed here
to specify the on-shell diboson contributions.
B. Mass measurement
We show the scatter plots on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane for the backgrounds and the three bench-
mark points in Fig. 8, assuming 5,000 events for each process before the cuts and taking into
account the detector effects. As can be seen, the distribution for the µ+µ−νν¯ background spreads
in the whole triangle region with medgeY > m
edge
N , while the distributions of the signals are bounded
by mtrueY and m
true
N . Without the cuts, there are a lot of background events clustering around the
medgeN = 0 line with m
edge
Y > mW ; most of them come from the on-shell W
+W− production due to
the same reason for the behavior in Fig. 6(a), and can be removed by the mµµ cuts. After imposing
all the selection cuts, the background is efficiently reduced.
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FIG. 8. Scatter plots of the simulation events on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane for the µ
+µ−νν¯ background and
the three benchmark points before (a) and after (b) the cuts. It is assumed that there are 5,000 events for
each process before the cuts.
Since it is difficult to further distinguish the signals from the background, the contamination
would be unavoidable. Therefore, we generate the events simultaneously induced by the background
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FIG. 9. Scatter plots on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane for the events generated by simultaneously simulating a
signal benchmark point and the background with the selection cuts applied. It is assumed that there are
5,000 events before the cuts.
and each benchmark point. In Fig. 9, we present the scatter plot for these events. The boundary
of the signal is still quite clear, despite the background contamination.
Below we attempt to extract the physical values of mY and mN from the (m
edge
Y ,m
edge
N ) dis-
tributions. It is expected that the events around the true masses should be very dense. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 6, where we show the fraction of events in each grid on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane
for the benchmark points. Note that many events locate in a region near medgeY ∼
√
s/2, due to
the physical boundary we use in the algorithm to derive medgeY and m
edge
N , as mentioned above for
explaining the behavior in Fig. 4. In order to avoid the disturbance from these events, we exclude
the events with medgeY < 240 GeV, and hence the event density around the true masses is expected
to be the highest.
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FIG. 10. Normalized two-dimensional distributions on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane for the events from three
signal benchmark points contaminated by the background. The empty diamonds denote the true values of
(mY ,mN).
However, due to the fluctuation of the events, the above argument is not always true, particularly
when we shrink the size of the grids. In order to avoid this issue, we could also utilize the information
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of the grids neighbored to each grid. In Fig. 10, it is observed that the upper right grids neighbored
to the grid enclosing the true mass point are also quite dense while the lower left grids are very
sparse. Therefore, we make use of this feature and calculate the refined density, to which the
upper right grids have positive contributions but the lower left grids have negative contributions.
In practice, as demonstrated in Fig. 11, we consider the 24 grids around each grid. The refined
density for the yellow grid is defined as the sum of the event densities of the yellow and purple
grids, subtracted by the event densities of the blue grids. Fig. 12 shows the distributions of this
refined density, where the true mass point is much more probable to lie within the densest grid.
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FIG. 11. Illustration of the definition of the refined density for the yellow grid. The plus and minus signs
represent the addition and subtraction of the event density, respectively.
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FIG. 12. 2-dimensional distributions of the refined density (arbitrary unit) on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane for
three signal benchmark points contaminated by the background. The empty diamonds denote the true
values of (mY ,mN ).
Then we can treat the center of the densest grid as the measured masses. Apparently, the
measurement precision is controlled by the grid size. In order to increase the precision, we should
shrink the grid size as small as possible, as long as the result is stable. The details are described
in Appendix A, where the stability is judged by an inequality. We iterate the procedure until this
inequality is violated. Finally, the measured values (mmeasY ,m
meas
N ) are obtained.
In order to estimate the uncertainty in the mass measurement, for each benchmark point we per-
form several simulations and derive the masses of new particles. The mean values of the measured
masses in these pseudo-experiments are taken to be mmeasY and m
meas
N hereafter. Along with the
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Edge Variables
BP1 BP2 BP3
Processes mY mN mY mN mY mN
True masses 135 45 175 115 175 155
PL no bkg, 500 fb−1 134.4 ± 0.8 43.4 ± 1.5 175.2 ± 0.3 114.2 ± 0.3 174.9 ± 0.3 155.1 ± 0.4
DL no bkg, 500 fb−1 134.1 ± 0.7 43.5 ± 1.4 175.1 ± 0.4 114.2 ± 1.0 174.8 ± 0.6 154.9 ± 0.5
DL + bkg, 100 fb−1 134.0 ± 1.2 45.2 ± 2.6 174.4 ± 1.2 116.2 ± 1.8 176.8 ± 6.6 156.7 ± 6.7
DL + bkg, 500 fb−1 134.4 ± 0.7 44.3 ± 1.7 175.1 ± 0.6 114.8 ± 1.2 174.9 ± 0.5 155.3 ± 0.6
DL + bkg, 1000 fb−1 134.7 ± 0.5 43.7 ± 1.2 175.1 ± 0.4 114.6 ± 1.0 174.8 ± 0.5 155.2 ± 0.6
Maximum variables
BP1 BP2 BP3
Processes mY mN mY mN mY mN
DL + bkg, 100 fb−1 136.1 ± 1.3 47.9 ± 2.4 175.6 ± 1.1 116.9 ± 1.9 180.0 ± 13.8 159.3 ± 13.5
DL + bkg, 500 fb−1 135.8 ± 1.1 48.0 ± 1.7 175.5 ± 0.6 116.7 ± 1.5 175.1 ± 0.5 155.5 ± 0.6
DL + bkg, 1000 fb−1 135.9 ± 0.6 48.0 ± 1.2 175.5 ± 0.5 116.2 ± 1.5 175.0 ± 0.5 155.4 ± 0.6
TABLE II. Mean values and uncertainties of the measured masses for three benchmark points from different
processing approaches with specified integrated luminosities using edge and maximum variables. “PL” and
“DL” denote the results obtained from parton-level simulation and detector-level simulation, respectively.
“+ (no) bkg” indicates that background contamination is (not) taken into account.
mean values, we also calculate the uncertainties of the measured masses, σmY and σmN . For three
benchmark points with an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1, the mean values and the uncertainties
of the measured masses are listed in Table II.
In Table II, we also show the impacts of detector effects and SM background contamination.
Compared with the results from simulations at parton level, the simplified detector effects would
not significantly affect the mean values and uncertainties. If the background contamination is
taken into account, the uncertainties become slightly larger. Finally, we calculate the results for
integrated luminosities of 100 fb−1 and 1000 fb−1. We find that larger integrated luminosities can
reduce the uncertainties.
For comparison, we also list the results given by the maximum variables mmaxY and m
max
N in
Table. II. For BP2 and BP3, the precision of the mass measurement using the edge variables is
comparable to or slightly better than that using the maximum variables. Moreover, for BP1 with
a small mtrueN , the result of the mN measurement using the edge variables is much better.
C. Measurement precision
In this subsection, we study the measurement precision of our method in general. We consider
a setup for an e+e− collider at
√
s = 500 GeV with a data set of 500 fb−1 collected and generate
simulation samples for various values of mtrueY and m
true
N ranging from 5 to 245 GeV with a step
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size of 10 GeV. The measurement deviations |mmeasY −mtrueY | and |mmeasN −mtrueN |, as well as the
uncertainties of the measured mY and mN , are presented in Fig. 13. For mN & 50 GeV the
measurement deviations of mY and mN can be less than ∼ 2.0 GeV. Generally, the measurement
precision for mY is better than that for mN .
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FIG. 13. Measurement deviations and uncertainties of mY and mN on the mY -mN plane assuming an
integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 and
√
s = 500 GeV. The heat map in the top left (top right) panel
demonstrates the values of |mmeasY −mtrueY | (|mmeasN −mtrueN |), while the heat map in the bottom left (bottom
right) panel show the uncertainties of the measured mY (mN ).
There are three cases where the measurement deviation of mN could be larger than 5 GeV. For
a small mN , such as mN . 40 GeV, the solvable region for each event is typically squeezed and
the calculated (medgeY ,m
edge
N ) point is probably not in the vicinity of (m
true
Y ,m
true
N ). In addition,
for mY ∼ 250 GeV the µ˜+Rµ˜−R production rate is highly suppressed and the requirement of medgeY <
240 GeV is unsuitable. Moreover, if mY ∼ mN , the visible particles in the final state are too soft
to be reconstructed or well measured.
Finally, we show the measurement deviations and uncertainties of mY and mN for an e
+e−
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FIG. 14. Measurement deviations and uncertainties of mY and mN on the mY -mN plane assuming an
integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 and
√
s = 240 GeV. The heat map in the top left (top right) panel
demonstrates the values of |mmeasY −mtrueY | (|mmeasN −mtrueN |), while that in the bottom left (bottom right)
panel show the uncertainties of mY (mN ).
collider at
√
s = 240 GeV with 500 fb−1 of data in Fig. 14. We find that for mY . 105 GeV the
measurement deviations of mY and mN can be less than 1.0 GeV and 1.5 GeV, respectively. How-
ever, such a parameter region has almost been excluded by the LEP searches. For mY ∼ 120 GeV,
the measurement deviations of mY and mN would be large. Furthermore, the uncertainties in
this case are smaller than those at a
√
s = 500 GeV collider due to better statistical uncertainties
arising from larger cross sections.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we propose a mass measurement method for semi-invisible final states at e+e−
colliders. We focus on the pair production of new particles, which subsequently decay into two
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visible and two invisible particles. Based on the solvability of kinematic equations, we define a
pair of new variables (medgeY , m
edge
N ), which are as useful as the (m
max
Y , m
max
N ) variables that were
proposed in Ref. [54]. It is observed that the event density tends to be the largest near the true
mass point on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane. By utilizing this fact, we propose a method to extract the
physical masses mY and mN .
We consider a supersymmetric process e+e− → µ˜+Rµ˜−R → µ+µ−χ˜01χ˜01 as an illuminating example,
although the method only depends on the topology rather than any specified new physics process.
In order to use our mass measurement method in realistic situations, we take into account detector
and background effects in the simulation and calculation. After imposing some simple cuts, we
can efficiently suppress SM backgrounds. We find that background events uniformly scatter on the
medgeY -m
edge
N plane, while signal events would concentrate in the vicinity of the true mass point.
We also introduce an algorithm to further improve the mass measurement by utilizing the shape
of the event distribution on the medgeY -m
edge
N plane. By comparing the measured masses with the
true masses, we show the deviation of the mass measurement for different mY and mN . With an
integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 and
√
s = 500 GeV, we find that the measurement deviation of
mY (mN ) is less than 2.5 (2.0) GeV for mN & 50 GeV. These results could be further improved
if more data are available and more dedicated cuts are adopted.
Note that some powerful mass measurement methods at e+e− colliders have been proposed, and
they could have very high precisions. For instance, the authors of Ref. [53] achieved a precision
of ∼ 0.5 GeV by analyzing the kinematic cusps and endpoints of some kinematic variables. The
threshold scan method by varying the collision energy may be more powerful. The precision can
even reach ∼ 0.2 GeV as shown in Refs. [60, 61]. However, this strategy would not be adopted in
early runs of an e+e− collider. Here we would like to mention that the different mass measurement
methods can be complementary. The method used in this paper is easy to handle, and would be
very precise for some benchmark points. Moreover, as the new variables are bounded by the true
masses, their distributions can be effectively used to separate the signal events from backgrounds.
This issue has been pointed out in Ref. [54], and can be seen from our Fig. 8.
As mentioned in Ref. [54], the mass measurement methods used at lepton colliders may also
be valid at hadron colliders. It is possible to acquire the total 4-momenta of the system for some
processes at hadron colliders. For instance, new particles can be produced in a pair from a central
exclusive production process pp → ppγγ with γγ → Y Y¯ (see Ref. [62] and references therein).
By installing some proton-tagging detectors far from the interaction point, one would be able to
measure the full kinematic information of the two protons in the final state [63, 64], and then
get the full 4-momenta of the Y Y¯ system. In this case, we could extend our method to hadron
colliders.
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Appendix A: Algorithm for extracting (mmeasY ,m
meas
N )
As discussed in Subsection IVB, the true mass point is very likely to lie within the grid with
the highest refined density. An important issue is to extract the measured values of mY and mN
with a high precision. Here we provide an algorithm for it by shrinking the grids.
First, we divide the mY -mN plane into grids with a grid width of 3 GeV and calculate the
refined density in each grid. We denote the center of the grid with the highest refined density as
(m
(1)
Y ,m
(1)
N ). Then we shrink the grid size by increasing both the row and column numbers by one,
and again, (m
(2)
Y ,m
(2)
N ) is defined by the grid with the highest density. Repeat this procedure and
we will obtain a series of (m
(j)
Y ,m
(j)
N ) with j = 1, 2, · · · .
As j increases, the grid size becomes smaller and smaller. We should end the algorithm by a
criterion judging whether the precision is high enough. For two successive steps j and j + 1, we
examine whether the inequality
√
(m
(j+1)
Y −m(j)Y )2 + (m(j+1)N −m(j)N )2 <
√
2Lj (A1)
is true. Here Lj is the grid width in step j. Fig. 15 shows two typical cases for the criterion.
If the inequality is true, as demonstrated in Fig. 15(a), the grid with the highest density in step
j + 1 would be likely to contain the true mass point, and we continue to shrink the grids. If
not, as illustrated in Fig. 15(b), (m
(j)
Y ,m
(j)
N ) should be closer to (m
true
Y ,m
true
N ), compared with
(m
(j+1)
Y ,m
(j+1)
N ); therefore, we define the measured values (m
meas
Y ,m
meas
N ) = (m
(j)
Y ,m
(j)
N ) and end
the algorithm.
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